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Highly ventilated Flow Technology will keep you cool during Summer 
 
Over the years, Lindstrands has achieved a significant position in the motorcycle clothing market by 
presenting high-quality garments developed for even the most challenging conditions. Lindstrands 
modern garment technologies ensure a high level of comfort and protection for the rider in all weather 
conditions including hot summer days. Flow Technology jacket REXBO is developed to keep you cool and 
comfortable even in warm weather without compromising safety so that you can focus on enjoying the 
freedom and warmth of summer rides. 
 
The highly ventilated Flow Technology REXBO mesh jacket is developed to keep you cool even in warm 
weather riding. Thanks to the flow technology, the air flows smoothly through the jacket keeping the 
temperature inside the jacket perfect, so you can always feel comfortable and don’t have to sweat. The sun 
does not shine every day and there can always be rainy days or sudden summer showers. With REXBO you 
don’t have to worry about weather variation, as one of the best features of the jacket is the the detachable 
waterproof Dryway+ functional membrane that can be used inside or outside of the jacket. Dryway+ 
ensures full wind and waterproofness and will keep you dry even in wettest and windiest weather. The 
material allows moisture vapor to escape from the inside while keeping wind and rain out. Also the hood is 
removable so you can easily detach it and wear Rexbo any way you want. 
 
Safety through comfort has always been the most important part of the product development of 
Lindstrands motorcycling garments throughout the brand’s history. The more comfortable the clothes feel 
the better the rider can focus on the essential - riding! Needless to say, safety is also a priority when it 
comes to summer riding. The breathable and light Lindstrands REXBO jacket also guarantees first-class 
safety. The jacket is CE certified and has achieved AA class according to the EU standard EN 17092 for 
protective clothing for motorcyclists. The product includes our certified level 1 protectors that have 
stepless adjustability that makes them fit perfectly for everyone and can be also supplemented with back 
protection. The jacket has an open back for increased ventilation and long connection zipper so you can zip 
jacket conveniently with all Lindstrands pants.  
 
REXBO jacket also has HI-ART® reinforcement at the shoulders and elbows. HI-ART® is an extremely 
resistant fabric that was developed by Lindstrands. HI-ART® in combination with a textile is more than 
500%  stronger than textile alone, and leather no less than 200% stronger. As a proprietary technology, HI-
ART® is used exclusively by Lindstrands and its sister brand Halvarssons.  
 
 
For further detailed information on the products and a shop locator please visit: lindstrandsmc.com 
For more pictures please visit our image bank: lindstrandsmc.com/gallery 
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REXBO jacket 
 
600D HI-TENACITY PE MESH / WEAVE 
Removable Dryway+ functional membrane  
Removable functional membrane jacket can also be worn over 
the mesh jacket  
HI-ART reinforcement material at shoulders and elbows 
CE certified to class AA 
Detachable hood 
CE certified level 1 protectors 
Can be supplemented with a back protector 
Long connection zipper to pants 
 

 
 
 
 
Lindstrands offers an extensive range of motorcycling garments and accessories. With modern details and 
sporty appearance, the design is focused on riders who wish to push the limits without compromising on 
safety and performance. Established in 1891 in Malung, Sweden, Lindstrands began making boots for 
motorcycle riders back in the 1950s. Through the years Lindstrands has evolved into a strong brand whose 
collection represents the latest technology, innovative and high-quality textiles combined with stylish urban 
look. As they say, “If it works in Scandinavia…” For further detailed information on the products and a shop 
locator please visit: lindstrandsmc.com 
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